New CMA CGM Mobile Application
just load it up!
CMA CGM reinforces its eBusiness offer with a new user-friendly mobile
application.

Also available on tablet

The new mobile application offers a simplified interface aligned with the latest
standard. It is more intuitive and will offer a seamless experience by sliding from one menu to another.
On top of the current functionalities, a News menu has been added to inform
you in real time of the latest shipping events of CMA CGM Group.

Find your container with Shipment Tracking
Track and trace your shipment, getting a clear understanding of all
the steps from the Place of Receipt (PLR) to the Place of Delivery
(PLD), including the various transport solutions, vessels and shipping lines on which your shipment is assigned.

Look up specific schedules for any vessel or voyage,
or use our routing finder
Use the CMA CGM App to search for specific vessel schedules,
voyages, or use our routing finder.
Directly plugged to the CMA CGM’s Information System, the App
will provide information and optimized routing solutions picked
among more than 200 shipping lines and over 400 vessels calling
420 ports all around the world.

Bookmark and Share
When using the App, every single search can be bookmarked for
an easier management of multiple shipments. Just log back on the
App and click on your bookmarks to quickly get all the information
you
need.
You can also share your search results to keep people informed of
your shipment’s status, news, or any other information accessible
within the App.

Stay up-to-date with the latest news
Read all the CMA CGM Group's latest News to stay up-to-date with
the Group’s activity. You can easily filter which categories you want
to see whether you’re interested in service updates, corporate information, etc.

Contact CMA CGM easily
Whether you need help or have any question, you can contact our
teams easily through the App using our Customer Service Tool.

